# Pre-Selection Checklist for Applicant

## PBEEE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applicant Name:</th>
<th>McGill ID (if known):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department:</td>
<td>Country(ies) of Citizenship:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Doctoral** (V1, 1B, 1I, 1Is, 1W)
- **Postdoctoral** (V2, 2B, 2I)

- **Short-term visiting researcher (pre-PhD)** (V3-A, 3B-A, 3I-A, 3Is-A, 3W-A)
- **OR**
- **Short-term visiting researcher (post-PhD)** (V3-B, 3B-B, 3I-B, 3Is-B, 3W-B)

## 1. Basic Eligibility

- Applicant is not Canadian or a Permanent Resident of Canada and has not applied for Permanent Residency

- Applicant is a citizen of:
  - O Brazil
  - O India
  - O Israel
  - O Wallonia Region, attended French language University.
  - O Other: ____________________________ **if you have dual citizenship, indicate BOTH

- **Minimum** overall CGPA equivalent of **3.7/4.0** (Law 3.4) for all postsecondary studies combined

- For V2, 2B, 2I, 1Is, 1W – at deadline of competition, applicant is within the first two (2) years of completing PhD and did not earn PhD at McGill. Date of PhD:________

- For V3-A, 3A-B, 3I-A, 3Is-A, 3W-A – at deadline of competition, applicant has not completed PhD, and not studying at McGill.

- For V3-B, 3B-B, 3I-B, 3Is-B, 3W-B – at deadline of competition, applicant is within the first five (5) years of completing PhD and did not earn PhD at McGill. Date of PhD:________

## 2. Application Materials

- Pre-selection form is complete and dated on final page (signature not required)
  - o **Address:** Permanent address is outside of Canada

- **Attachments (NB: copies of transcripts will be appended by Dept)**
  - Letter of reference #1 with signature on the agency form – appended letters not acceptable (copies acceptable)
  - Letter of reference #2 with signature on the agency form – appended letters not acceptable (copies acceptable)
  - **Postdoctoral/Short-term researcher ONLY:** Letter of acceptance with signature on the agency form (copies acceptable)
  - Copy of Proof of Citizenship (eg: passport, birth certificate)

*NB: please inform your referees that the comments must appear on the agency form in the space provided – appended letters are not acceptable under any circumstance.